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Purpose: During the COVID-19 pandemic, emergency department (ED) volumes have fluctuated. We hypothe-
sized that natural language processing (NLP)models could quantify changes in detection of acute abdominal pa-
thology (acute appendicitis (AA), acute diverticulitis (AD), or bowel obstruction (BO)) on CT reports.
Methods: This retrospective study included 22,182 radiology reports from CT abdomen/pelvis studies performed
at an urban ED between January 1, 2018 to August 14, 2020. Using a subset of 2448manually annotated reports,
we trained random forest NLP models to classify the presence of AA, AD, and BO in report impressions. Perfor-
mance was assessed using 5-fold cross validation. The NLP classifiers were then applied to all reports.
Results: The NLP classifiers for AA, AD, and BO demonstrated cross-validation classification accuracies between
0.97 and 0.99 and F1-scores between 0.86 and 0.91. When applied to all CT reports, the estimated numbers of
AA, AD, and BO cases decreased 43–57% in April 2020 (first regional peak of COVID-19 cases) compared to
2018–2019. However, the number of abdominal pathologies detected rebounded in May–July 2020, with in-
creases above historical averages for AD. The proportions of CT studies with these pathologies did not signifi-
cantly increase during the pandemic period.
Conclusion: Dramatic decreases in numbers of acute abdominal pathologies detected by ED CT studies were ob-
served early on during the COVID-19 pandemic, though these numbers rapidly rebounded. The proportions of CT
cases with these pathologies did not increase, which suggests patients deferred care during the first pandemic
peak. NLP can help automatically track findings in ED radiology reporting.

© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fear of COVID-19 has prevented many patients with acute non-
COVID-19-related problems from seeking medical care, with reported
dramatic decreases in the number of patients presenting to the emer-
gency department during periods of peak COVID-19 incidence and
prevalence [1-4]. Simultaneously, radiology imaging volume has de-
creased during these peak pandemic periods [5-9]. The radiology report
offers a treasure trove of information for more detailed epidemiologic
iology, Massachusetts General
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research; however, this information is not easily accessible for epidemi-
ologic research. Previous work studying the incidence of acute abdomi-
nal pathologies detected by imaging during the pandemic using
radiology reports has depended on time-consuming expert manual
curation of these reports to assess findings [5,10].

Machine learning for natural language processing (NLP) has been
applied to radiology reports for various applications [11], but can help
automate and facilitate such epidemiologic studies, with application to
large scales of data that are not realistic formanual curation. Such an ap-
proach has been used to automatically analyze head CT and brain MRI
free-text reports to show that acute or subacute ischemic stroke inci-
dence decreased during the COVID-19 pandemic, but the proportion
of studies positive for stroke increased [12]. Thus, we hypothesized
that an NLP model could be trained and used to quantify changes in
the detection of acute abdominal pathology on abdomen/pelvis CT stud-
ies during the COVID-19 pandemic, specifically for acute appendicitis,
acute diverticulitis, and bowel obstruction. We also used these models
to study trends over time.
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2. Methods

This retrospective study was exempted by the Mass General
Brigham (Boston,MA) institutional reviewboard,withwaiver of patient
informed consent. See Fig. 1 for a schematic of the study design.
2.1. CT report data collection

We extracted free-text radiology reports for CT abdomen/pelvis, CT
abdomen only, and CT pelvis only studies, with or without intravenous
contrast, performed for emergency or emergency observation patients
from January 1, 2018 to August 14, 2020 at a large urban level 1 trauma
center (Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts), that
serves approximately 110,000 emergency patients annually. We ex-
cluded vascular CTA studies of the abdomen/pelvis studies. There was
a total of 22,182 studies extracted. All of these studies had report “Im-
pressions.” These reports were from 17,999 unique patients.
2.2. Annotated NLP model training dataset

To create a training dataset enriched for pathologies-of-interest in
the study reports, we used regular expressions to extract randomly
samples of reports with study “Impressions” containing the strings
“appendi,” “divertic,” and “bowel obstruction.” From each of these
three pathologies-of-interest, 500 studies were randomly sampled
from reports extracted above from January 1, 2018 to May 10, 2020.
Some study impressions mentioned more than one of these categories,
so duplicated studies in this cohort were removed. We also sampled an
additional 1000 studies that did not contain these strings in the study
impression, to augment the number of negative cases. The final training
set was composed of 2448 CT reports. The purpose of enriching the
dataset for these pathologies was to increase the number of positive
cases where the NLP algorithm could learn patterns in the text. A
fellowship-trained emergency radiologist (M.D.S.) manually annotated
each of these 2448 CT reports based on the study impression for the
presence or absence of the following findings: acute appendicitis,
acute diverticulitis, and bowel obstruction.
Fig. 1. Schematic of the study design. This analysis was repeated for 3 acute abdominal
pathologies-of-interest including acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis, and bowel
obstruction. ED, emergency department; NLP, natural language processing.
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2.3. NLP model training and testing

We adapted a previously published NLP approach for automatic ra-
diology report analysis for this study, with code derived from that
work [12]. Model training as performed in using the sklearn (version
0.20.3), and nltk (version 3.4) packages in Python (version 3.7.1). Ran-
dom forest NLP models were trained to parse the radiology report
free-text “Impression” to classify the report for the presence or absence
of the pathology-of-interest, with separate models for acute appendici-
tis, acute diverticulitis, and bowel obstruction. Before training each
model, we used regular expressions (re Python package version 2.2.1)
to extract the sentences with words containing the stems “appendi”,
“divertic”, and “bowel” or “obstruct”, for each model respectively. Ex-
tracted sentences were then stemmed using the nltk package “snow-
ball.EnglishStemmer” and were then converted to vectors using bag-
of-words vectorization with N-grams (N = 2 to 3, minimum term fre-
quency = 1%, the same as in the previous work [12]). The nltk
“mark_negation” functionwas then applied, which adds a “_NEG” suffix
to words between a negation term and a punctuation mark, thereby
conveying negation information. The random forest NLP classifiers
used these vector representations of the sentence excerpts from the ra-
diology report “Impressions” as inputs. A different random forest NLP
binary classification model was trained for each of the pathologies-of-
interest (all with 100 tree forests with default hyperparameters in
sklearn version 0.20.3), using themanually annotated labels as the refer-
ence standard. We evaluated the performance of each model using 5-
fold cross validation, stratified on the pathology-of-interest, with
reporting of the average accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. For
each cross-validation fold, we also calculated the predicted number of
positive cases and compared the predictions with the actual case
numbers.
2.4. NLP-based epidemiological analysis

We applied the trained NLP models to the full cohort of 22,182 CT
studies to estimate the numbers of cases of acute appendicitis, acute di-
verticulitis, and bowel obstruction detected on CT scans. We analyzed
these trends over time and in relation to the total number of CT studies
performed in the emergency department. Proportional changes in rela-
tion to the average number of cases per month from 2018 to 2019 were
also calculated.
2.5. Statistics

The Python scipy (version 1.1.0) package was used for statistical
analyses, including the Pearson chi-square test of independence. Statis-
tical significance was established as p < 0.05. Bootstrap 95% confidence
intervals (CI)were calculated for performancemetrics. Time trend plots
were made in Microsoft Excel (version 16.43).
3. Results

3.1. NLP training dataset characteristics

In the training dataset enriched for pathologies-of-interest (2448
sampled CT reports), as determined through manual annotation, the
presence of acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis, and bowel obstruc-
tionwas seen in 172 (7.0%), 225 (9.2%), and 201 (8.2%) of study impres-
sions respectively. All radiology “impressions” contained free text
without a standardized reporting structure. Reports were generated
bymany different trainees (residents and fellows) and attending radiol-
ogists, with subjectively different styles of reporting.
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3.2. Performance of the NLP models

The 5-fold cross validation results for the NLP models are summa-
rized in Table 1. The acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis, and bowel
obstruction models all showed high performance, with accuracy rang-
ing from 0.97–0.99 and F1 scores from 0.86–0.91. Because the NLP
models were trained for the purpose of estimating the incidence of
these pathologies-of-interest on CT reports, we also evaluated the pre-
dicted number of cases in comparison to the actual number of cases, av-
eraged across the cross-validation folds. For the acute appendicitis NLP
model, we found the model predicted 33.4 positive cases (95% CI
32.8–34.0), 3.0% lower than the average actual number of positive
cases (34.4, which was the same in each cross-validation fold due to
stratification on the pathology-of-interest). For the acute diverticulitis
NLP model, we found the model predicted 45.4 positive cases (95% CI
44.0–47.0), almost the same as the 45.0 average actual number of posi-
tive cases. For the bowel obstruction NLP model, we found the model
predicted 37.2 positive cases (95% CI 36.4–37.8), 7.5% lower than the
40.2 average actual number of positive cases. Thus, the acute appendici-
tis and bowel obstructionNLPmodels tend to systematically slightly un-
derestimate the total number of cases, while the acute diverticulitis NLP
model appears better calibrated.
3.3. Trends in acute abdominal pathologies detected on CT during the
COVID-19 pandemic

As the NLP models were able to automatically estimate the number
of cases of pathologies-of-interest from the CT report “impressions”
with reasonable fidelity, we applied the NLP models to the full dataset
of 22,182 abdomen/pelvis CT reports from January 1, 2018 until August
14, 2020. There was a 38% decrease in emergency abdomen/pelvis CT
volume in April 2020 compared to the average number of CT studies
performed per month from 2018 to 2019 (Fig. 2A), which coincided
with the peak in new cases from the first wave of the COVID-19 pan-
demic in Massachusetts, United States [13]. However, in May, June,
and July 2020, as the number of COVID-19 cases declined, therewere in-
creases in the number of CTs performed each month relative to the
monthly average of 2018–2019 by26, 49, and 68% respectively, as imag-
ing volume rebounded to new highs (Fig. 3A).

Decreases in the estimated numbers of acute appendicitis, acute di-
verticulitis, and bowel obstruction cases detected on CT began in March
2020, before hitting a nadir in April 2020 (Fig. 2B), with decreases of 57,
56, and 43% respectively, relative to the average number detected per
month on CT from 2018 to 2019 (Fig. 3A). However, in May 2020, the
number of cases detected rebounded (Fig. 2B), with 19, 48, and 37% in-
creases in the number of cases respectively relative to 2018–2019
(Fig. 3A). The number of cases of acute diverticulitis detected increased
even further in June and July 2020 (Fig. 2B), while the numbers of acute
appendicitis and bowel obstruction cases remained more similar in
comparison to 2018–2019 averages (−19 to 24% proportional change
relative to 2018–2019) (Fig. 3A).

The proportions of total abdomen/pelvis CT cases with acute appen-
dicitis, acute diverticulitis, and bowel obstruction detected fluctuated
during the pandemic time period in our region (March to July 2020)
(Fig. 3B). The proportion of CT cases with acute appendicitis signifi-
cantly decreased from 3.3% over 2018–2019 to 2.5% during the
Table 1
Five-fold cross-validation performance of natural language processing (NLP) models detection
notated abdomen/pelvis CT reports. The bootstrap median average cross-validation accuracy, p

NLP model Accuracy Precision

Acute Appendicitis 0.99 (0.99–0.99) 0.93 (0.92
Acute Diverticulitis 0.97 (0.97–0.98) 0.86 (0.84
Bowel Obstruction 0.99 (0.99–0.99) 0.95 (0.94
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pandemic period (p = 0.01). The proportion of CT cases with acute di-
verticulitis slightly increased from 3.5% over 2018–2019 to 4.0% during
the pandemic period, though this increase was not significant (p =
0.17). The proportion of CT cases with bowel obstruction slightly de-
creased from 4.5% over 2018–2019 to 3.9% during the pandemic period,
though this decrease was not significant (p = 0.16).
4. Discussion

In this study, we trained random forest NLP models (adapted from
previous NLP work on radiology reports [12]) to automatically detect
the presence of acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis, and bowel ob-
struction on radiology reports from ED abdomen/pelvis CT studies
with good performance on cross-validation. The NLP models were
then applied to all CT studies performed from January 1, 2018 to August
14, 2020 for the purpose of analyzing trends in the detection of these
acute abdominal pathologies before and during the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Using our NLP models, we found decreases in the detection of
these acute abdominal pathologies, though these numbers rapidly
rebounded from a nadir in April 2020, at the height of the first wave
of the pandemic in our region. The decrease in detection of acute appen-
dicitis and diverticulitis on CT during the COVID-19 pandemic is in
agreement with previous retrospective work [10,14,15]. However,
while Romero et al. [10] found an increased proportion of ordered CT
studies for appendicitis evaluation were positive for acute appendicitis,
we found a significant decrease in the proportion of all abdomen/pelvis
CTs with appendicitis detected. Similarly, O'Brien et al. found signifi-
cantly increased proportions of abdominal CTswith any positive pathol-
ogy during the pandemic compared to a matched time period from
2019, with increased proportions of CTs with acute appendicitis and
bowel obstruction detected, but decreased proportions of CTs with
acute diverticulitis detected [5]. We found no significant change in the
proportions of CTs with acute diverticulitis and bowel obstruction de-
tected. These differences in the change in CT case positivity rates during
the pandemic between our study and these other studies is likely mul-
tifactorial, thoughmay reflect differences in different patient population
behaviors. Patients in our study population may have been even more
inclined to defer care (or seek care elsewhere) during the COVID-19
pandemic peak compared to these previous studies, as our hospital
took care of a large number of COVID-19 patients in the region. Concur-
rently, we also found substantial decreases in ED abdomen/pelvis CT
volume early in the pandemic, consistent with previously published
analyses [5-9], though we also observed a rapid rebound in CT case vol-
ume, above historical averages, perhaps reflecting increased demand for
ED imaging due to deferred healthcare visits.

Given the possible differences in CT case positivity rate across pa-
tient populations as shown by our analysis in comparison to previous
studies, findings in many retrospective studies may not generalize to
other populations. Thus, updated epidemiologic analyses across multi-
ple populations will be important as the pandemic evolves. The auto-
mated NLP approach that we used in this study can help facilitate
such analyses and alleviate the burden of manual review, which has
been applied to the detection of stroke on neuroimaging reports during
the pandemic [12]. This NLP approach could also help to provide input
data for predictive modeling of the demand for diagnostic imaging
[17] and other healthcare resources during the pandemic.
of acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis, and bowel obstruction from 2448 manually an-
recision, recall, and F1 score are reported, with bootstrap 95% confidence intervals.

Recall F1 score

–0.93) 0.90 (0.89–0.91) 0.91 (0.91–0.91)
–0.87) 0.86 (0.84–0.88) 0.86 (0.85–0.87)
–0.95) 0.87 (0.86–0.89) 0.91 (0.90–0.91)



Fig. 2. Trends in acute abdominal pathology detected on CT over time from January 2018 to July 2020. (A) Line plot for the number of ED CT abdomen/pelvis studies performed bymonth.
(B) Lineplot for the estimatednumber of cases of acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis, andbowel obstruction detectedbyNLP analysis of radiology report impressions bymonth. (C) Line
plot for the estimated proportion of CT studies performed with acute abdominal pathology detected by NLP analysis (case positivity rate) by month. The same figure legend for plots
(B) and (C) is shown below plot (C).
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Other research groups have also developed NLP models for detection
of acute appendicitis. Rink et al., used a hybridmachine learning approach
involving a customized lexicon andmanually defined patterns to identify
appendicitis in radiology reports with an F1 score of 0.87 [18]. Lakhani
et al. developed multiple NLP algorithms using a rule-based approach
but applied to detect a wide range of critical results; their model detected
acute appendicitis in radiology reports with an F1 score of 0.94 [19]. By
comparison, our non-rule-based NLP model performed similarly on this
task, with an F1 score of 0.91. We showed similar performance of our
NLP models for detection of acute diverticulitis and bowel obstruction
on CT reports. Future work may use more advanced deep learning ap-
proaches for NLP to further improve performance [20], but for the
intended application in this study, the NLP models that we trained dem-
onstrated reasonably adequate performance.
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There are limitations to this study. First, our NLP models were
trained and applied to data from a single institution.While there is het-
erogeneity in radiologist report diction within our institution, radiolo-
gists at different institutions may have systematically different
reporting styles, which would limit the generalizability of the NLP
models trained in this study to other institutions. Previous work on
the generalizability of such NLP models for radiology reports has
shown that performance does decrease when the models are applied
to different institutions [12]. However, for the goal of analyzing trends
in acute abdominal pathology of ED CTs at our institution, our NLP
models performed as designed. Second, our NLP models for acute ap-
pendicitis and bowel obstruction slightly underestimated the total
number of cases in cross-validation. However, given that the NLP
modelswere trained on report data sampled over an extend time period



Fig. 3. Trends in acute abdominal pathology detected by CT in 2020, represented as the proportional change bymonth relative to the average over 24months from 2018 to 2019. (A) Line
plot for the proportional change in ED CT abdomen/pelvis studies and estimated number of cases of acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis and bowel obstruction relative to the average
from 2018 to 2019. (B) Line plot for the proportional change in the estimated proportion of total ED CT abdomen/pelvis studies performed with acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis or
bowel obstruction detected by NLP analysis relative to the average from 2018 to 2019.
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from 2018 to 2020, this slight underestimation should be consistent
over time in our CT study cohort. Third, while the focus of our model
is on the binary presence of acute appendicitis, acute diverticulitis, or
bowel obstruction, an important avenue of research is related to compli-
cations associatedwith these pathologies [5,10,14,15],whichmay occur
due to delayed clinical presentations. Our models were not trained for
identification of complications (e.g., abscess, perforation), though future
NLP work may focus on this.

5. Conclusion

Dramatic decreases in numbers of cases of acute appendicitis, acute
diverticulitis, and bowel obstruction detected by ED CT studieswere ob-
served early on during the COVID-19 pandemic, though these numbers
rapidly rebounded, even higher than historical averages for acute diver-
ticulitis cases. However, the proportions of CT caseswith these acute ab-
dominal pathologies did not increase, even decreasing significantly in
the case of acute appendicitis, which suggests that patients deferred
care during the first peak of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United
States. NLP can be helpful for automatic tracking of findings in ED radi-
ology reporting, which may help facilitate epidemiology research.
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